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editorial
Archery Geeks of the World Unite!
I don’t know about you, but I
have been suffering from
Pandemic Ennui; I just can’t be
moved to do much of anything. I
started with a big burst of energy
(We published four new books!)
but then . . . blah. Since we do not
have our normal shooting routines
to support us (I have even decided
to not coach indoors as COVID19 is appearing nastier and nastier
as we learn more about it.) we have
loaded this issue up with a number
of archery craft recommendations.
We include articles on making
slings, three different kinds, mind
you, bowstrings, and even finger
tabs. Maybe these will help you
“stay in the game” while we are
social distancing from one another.
For many of us there is no
point about our hobby which is too
fine or too obscure that we don’t
have an opinion (informed by reality or not). I have had my share of
ideas which turned out to be
wrong, wrong, wrong. This is part
of the motivation for bringing you
articles like James Park’s current
series on the dynamics of arrow
flight.
As an aside, if you are still confused about laminar and turbulent
flows around arrows and their role
in aerodynamic drag (what makes
arrows slow down in flight), view
this.
We also try to bring you the
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fine points of, well everything:
tuning, coaching, equipment, even
shooting. We seek out archery’s
best and brightest and most experienced to share their knowledge
with you.
I think I might have sprained
my elbow patting myself on the
back. In any case, we have a wide
panoply of articles, as usual, for
you this last issue of 2020. (I can’t
wait for this year to be over!)
Tom Dorigatti brings you his
experience with cable glides/slides
(and you thought they were mundane). Arthur Halligey, one of our
many friends in England, shares
how, as a coach, he keeps both his
athletes and himself in control of
their process. Veronica Soar is finishing up her series on helping the
helpers, that is giving some support to club members who are dragooned into helping get some
newbie archers started in our
sport.
And then we have a trifecta of
articles on archery crafts: Bob
Ryder on making better slings,
Simon Needham on making your
own bowstrings, and Mike Gerard
on making slings and, believe it or
not, your own finger tabs.
Making your own gear is not
just about saving money. By and
large it is about being able to customize your gear, too. And, as
Larry Wise often says, he makes
his own strings and cables so that

there is no one to blame but himself for any equipment shortcomings. For him it is about taking
responsibility for your performances.
Finally, the AER folks chime
in with an article for coaches on a
critical part of teaching archery:
trying not to teach what cannot be
learned.
Enjoy and may the coming year,
2021, be better for archers and
coaches than this miserable year
has been.
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Contributors
Tom Dorigatti has been an avid archer and
Bowhunter for over 55 years. He has been
hunting with a bow and arrow since he was 10
years old. Although bowhunting was his primary objective, target archery quickly took a
front seat for the times when hunting season
wasn’t open. Tom has been a member of the
National Field Archery Association for 45 years
and has actively participated in tournaments or
on ranges in no fewer than 37 states, as well as
Guam and the Azores. He has also been
involved in managing archery leagues and
tournaments up to and including NFAA Sectional events since 1968. He is a Level 3 caoch.
Tom is the author of three books, “ProActive
Archery,” “The Puzzled Archer,” and “The
Puzzled Cyclist.”

James Park says “I have three degrees in engineering from Monash University, and I have
always taken what you might call an “engineering approach” to my sport. I have never
been happy to do things a certain way simply
because that was what others did. My first
approach to a scientific understanding of
archery was back in about 1966 when I tried
to use the spacing of my sight markings to calculate my arrow velocity. In the early 1970s I
carefully studied the biomechanics of archery in
relation to optimising technique. My Ph.D.
thesis was based upon archery studies.
“My high scores for World Archery target
are 1385 for compound and 1324 for recurve
(on the 1440 Round

Arthur Halligey tells us that “I have been in
archery for 19 years and coaching for 9 moving from Club Coach through Level 2, currently studying for the next level, County
Coach. I have been the President of the
Regional section of AGB I am currently Secretary of ACNI (a club for local Coaches) and
the British Long-Bow Society in Ireland.”
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Veronica-Mae Soar was first introduced to
archery in the 1970’s, she trained as a GNAS
Instructor and later upgraded to Coach. She
soon became involved with admin, at Club,
County and Regional level, mostly on the
publicity side, writing for newspapers and
magazines and occasionally being interviewed on radio. Much coaching was now
concentrated on training what were known as
“Leaders” - non archers wishing to learn how
to teach scouts and guides or school pupils; but
there were also successful coaching days for
established archers and regular sessions with
disabled archers. She, herself ,shot at many
archery tournaments and reached First Class,
shooting for her County several times.

Bob Ryder is a four time National Collegiate
Archery Coach of the Year, an NAA Level III
Coach, a past U.S. Intercollegiate All-American and National Champion, past member of
the U.S. Archery Team, National Judge,
Tournament Director for over 25 National
Archery Championships, including National
Indoor, Target, and Field Championships,
past Vice-President and member of the NAA
Board of Governors, past Chairman and
Executive Committee Member of the College
Division of the NAA (USCA) and member of
the James Madison University Athletic Hall
of Fame. He is currently Head Coach of the
James Madison University Archery Team
which has produced 42 All-Americans, 16
National Champions, 23 National Team
Titles and 14 World Champions during his
tenure.

Mike Gerard began competing in archery in
1971 when he was 11 years old. After a couple
of long hard years of being dead last in the club
he belonged to, he decided to start learning
how to do things. It paid off and a string of
events went well. To date he has five national
championships with multiple 2nd and 3rd
finishes. He holds the Junior JOAD record in
the Vegas tournament Shooting 598 of 600 in
1975. Mike has numerous state championships in California and Utah in Target,
Field and indoor. He is still the youngest adult
male to hold a national championship. He
won the adult national championships in
1975 at the age of 14. He was the fith individual to be named All-American in college
all four years. He is in the Athletic Hall of
Fame of Cal State Los Angeles along with
Billie Jean King and Tommy Lister.
Through the years he has designed and
manufactured a number of archery products.
He also won Gold in the Huntsman Senior
Games for Seven Straight years alternating
Recurve and Compound shooting in both target and 3-D. He has been a national team
member several times, World Indoor and
Field team member numerous times and finished fifth in his only Grand Prix event.
Mike teaches both Unlimited Compound
and release and Olympic Style Recurve and
has trained a number of JOAD Olympians
and Jr. World Team members as well as
adults. Mike has given two high performance
workshops for the College Archery Program.
He has started and run multiple JOAD programs and has served on the National Coaches
Development Committee and the Board of
Justice for USA Archery.

Simon S. Needham whilst being born in
Scotland continuing to live in Scotland, Simon
has represented Great Britain in the Olympic
Games and is the author of the fabulous book
The Art of Repetition and even better companion DVD Archery in Action. Then he
followed up on that with an even better book:
The Competitive Archer. While being a
committed Olympic Recurve archer, he does
dabble occasionally with compound bows.
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Compound Bows &
Cable Glides
—>>

Cable Glides, Slides , and Guard Setups

<<—

by Tom Dorigatti
In my last article, I concluded with the following:
“So now you have seen a bit of history about how twowheeled compounds overcame the cable clearance
issue (somewhat). Initially, the cable clearance issue
wasn’t too difficult since the huge diameter arrows of
25, 26, and 27 diameters hadn’t hit the scene yet. Also,
while the letoffs were up to around 35% and
approaching 50%, there wasn’t a drastic load being
placed either onto the cable guard or onto the cable
side of the eccentric/cam. Steel cables weren’t as fragile
as the yet to come synthetic cablings. Once Hoyt,
USA launched their fully synthetic cabling system, the
AIM system, in 1988-89, that all changed. Now,
something had to be done to alleviate “cable” wear. As
the let-off percentages increased, so did the strain on
the cabling and cable side of the eccentrics, which now
were becoming more lobed and “cam-like.” In addition, arrow speeds were increasing rapidly.
Well, that wasn’t, as Paul Harvey said every day,
“the rest of the story.” In addition to what I mention
above, things got even more radical.
Huge Changes in Compound Bows
Compound bows got shorter; both in brace height
and axle-to-axle length (ATA). The 48 inch ATA
went down to 45˝ ATA, then to 42˝ ATA, then 40˝
ATA. Now, the bows are even shorter yet, many coming in at 38˝, 35˝ and some even shorter than that.
Reflexed risers were replaced with deflexed risers;
thus the brace heights came down along with the
shortening of the ATA. The limb angles were also
changed and a common thing became the “dead in
the hand” past parallel limb craze. All these “innovations” created heaps of problems with regard to those
cable guards and how to deal with cable clearance,
side loads on the limbs, cams, axles, and yes, even the
bearings in the cams. The steep string angles on such
bows created a lot of problems with anchor control
and even the peep height settings had to be adjusted
due to the increased distance from the peep to the
6

eye. Getting the string to touch your nose became
much more difficult with the shorter bows.
As the bows became shorter, the angle needed
from the cam to the cable guard increased and as a
result so did the strain on the cables. Add to that the
higher letoff and the load placed on the cable guard
and the resulting torque becomes a huge accuracy
problem. So, as a result of all of this the old types of
cable glides (some call them “slides”) became problematic and had to be changed to provide cable wear
protection and also cable separation. With the advent
of synthetic string and cable materials, suddenly the
wear on the cables from friction on the glides was
drastically increased. In some cases the friction
increased to the point that today, even with more
“modern” cable guards, the cables themselves have to
be served over much like the center serving and end
loops of the cables and strings are served.
This addresses plastic and Delrin and Teflon
cable glides that are used on round cable guard rods
that do not have rollers on them. There are still plenty
of bows out there that use this type of system.
Some Older Cable Glides/Slides
Old style cable glides are still in use in many models
of bows, but they aren’t quite the same as they were
for the longer ATA bows with higher brace heights
and deflexed risers.
Let’s take a quick close-up look at some of the
“older” cable glides/slides.
In the later 1970’s and into the early 1980’s,
cables were usually set to the outside of the cable
guard rod. PSE had a
shaped cable guard rod as
depicted (right). I happen
to still have one of those
cable glides in my collection. Why? I don’t know
(see the second photo below).
Once again that glide was
Archery Focus

used for steel cabling. I never tried using it for synthetic cables.

The next two photos show the outside mounting
of the shaped glide on a round rod and on the double
90 round rod with a lower mounted cable guard.

As time went on, archers started asking for something better that gave them the option of having the
cables run either on the outside of the rod or on the
inside of the rod by their choice. That was answered
by many styles of glides that offered the option. I happen to have one of those in my collection. The glide
worked only on round or 3⁄8˝ hexagonal cable rods,
however. You can see that it is designed to allow running the cables on the outside of the rod and for running the cables on the inside of the cable guard rod.
My experience with this one was good and I
never had cable glide chatter along the cable guard
rod on hot, humid days outdoors as some claimed to
Archery Focus

get. To change how you run the cables, there is a slot
on one side of the glide that allows you to put one
cable at a time through the slot so that you can have
the cables run inside the glide, thus reducing the side
load on the harness, and also reducing the cable clearance if you want to. Thus, you can go on the outside
of the guard to get better clearance for hunting arrows
with larger fletches, and then when shooting target
arrows with smaller vanes, you can place your cables
inside the glide to take the side load off the cables.
When coupled with a bent cable rod, cable clearance
is easily adjusted to your heart’s content. Keep in
mind, however that the bows these were used on were
much longer in ATA than today’s compounds.
Along Came the AIM
Full Synthetic Cabling System
In 1988, Hoyt, USA came out with the AIM system
which revolutionized the cabling systems used on
compound bows. Of course, most of the other manufacturers didn’t convert over to the synthetic cabling
system and remained with steel cables for years after.
Due to a catastrophic riser failure on a Hoyt Pro
Medalist Carbon Plus that had steel cables, I managed
to acquire a brand new Hoyt ProVantage Carbon Plus
that had the new AIM synthetic system on it. In
addition, it also had the new Hoyt, USA “Syntactic
Foam” Limbs on it, too. It was an immediate love
affair with that bow! I shot all of my lifetime personal
best scores with that bow, both indoors and outdoors
(see photo top of next column) The next photo shows the
ProVantage Carbon Plus on the left and the
ProVantage Medalist on the right. The ATA length
was 48˝ and the brace height was over 9˝ with a
deflexed cast riser. My arrow speed at 47# peak
weight and 27 ¾˝ AMO draw length was 221 fps
with 1714 X-7 aluminum arrows.
Continued on the Next Page
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son. Finally, about half-way through the outdoor season the fourth year, I scraped a cable on the zipper to
my bow case and broke a strand. That forced me to
put on a new harness. Cable length was 49½˝ and
string length was 57½˝.
As I said earlier, initially Hoyt, USA was the only
manufacturer using fully synthetic cabling systems.
Nearly all the others were still using steel cables, but
had switched to synthetic bowstrings. In addition, the
trend had started towards shorter ATA bows, reflexed
risers, hard cams, and low brace heights in order to
gain arrow speed. All of this contributed to having to
do something to help reduce the cable torque that was
created when the side load was increased due to the

The ProVantage Carbon Plus even came with a
matching 30˝ or 36˝ (your choice) tapered aluminum
stabilizer rod! Note the positioning of the cable guard
below the grip. It was a double angled stainless steel
rod and fully adjustable for cable clearance. What was
nice about it is that the cable glide that came with the
bow allowed for the cables to be placed inside the
cable guard rod, thus reducing side load on the harness system. It so happens that I still have a spare
cable glide that was used on that bow model. The
slots are even, but because the ATA was so long and
the side load so minimal, the cables didn’t really rub
together much. As far as wear goes, I shot the same
harness and cable glide for three years (and I shot a
lot) without any changes. That included not having to
sight in the bow at the beginning of each outdoor sea8

increased angles. Cable travel from rest to full draw
increased as the size of the cams used also increased
according to draw length.
Many types of cable glides came into being to
allow separation of the cables so they didn’t rub
against one another. In many cases the glides still kept
the cables on the outside of the cable guard. I only
picked one of this type to show, but it demonstrates
what was being done to achieve the separation (see the
next photo). Note The next two photos are set based
upon a left-handed bow; my Merlin SuperNova with
Omega Cams, straight carbon cable guard rod and full
synthetic cabling. The second photo (far right) shows
the SuperNova with this particular glide mounted.
Notice the angle of the glide and the separation of the
cabling.
So, as with anything archery, sometimes the
“more is better” idea falls short of accomplishing
much, if anything. Even into the later 1990’s and early
2000’s steel cabling systems were in use on many
compound bows. As a result the cable glides were
made to accommodate both steel and synthetic
cabling systems. Some commonalities, however were:
(A) that cables rubbing together created friction,
which robbed speed and increased wear; and (B) it
Archery Focus

was better for the systems if the cables ran inside the
cable guard instead of outside of the cable guard rod,
thus reducing side load; and (C) cable guard angle
adjustment was desirable due to many shooters who
shot different sized shafts from smaller diameter carbon and aluminum shafts, to the “fat shafts” of 25, 26,
and soon to come 27 diameter. You’ll see what I’m
leading up to with this statement in a bit.
The selling point for a lot of the cable glides was
mainly reduced friction and wear of the glide itself
and that they offered cable separation that also
reduced friction and cable wear. There are still many
iterations of these types of cable glides, but the one on
my SuperNova is readily available and has served me

Continued on the Next Page

Want More on Compound Archery?
Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?
If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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well (pun intended) for many thousands of shots over
the years. Note once again, this is a left-handed bow.
These photos are pretty much self-explanatory
simply by looking at the glide (see next photo), and the
glide installed on the cable guard rod (see the second
photo). Notice the great cable separation. The Delrin
does not wear at all on the cable guard rod and never
hangs up. The only thing you might see is some wax
from the cables build up onto the cable glide, which
is not a big deal. The fun part is that on this particular
setup, notice there is no need to serve the cables to
protect them from wear … this practice came later as
things changed even more. And yes, the glide does
come in black instead of white.
The next photo depicts a glide with a lot more
separation of the cables from the cable rod. This is

used on bows whose cable guards were set father away
from center line. There are many iterations of this
idea out there; all depending upon bow design and
how the cable guard is incorporated.
The next photo is of one of the above types of
cable glides that is currently on my MyBo Edge com10

pound bow. The hole in the glide is for attachment of
the lanyard for a fall-away arrow rest if you so desire
to use cable glide travel for controlling a fall-away
arrow rest. The bow has a straight carbon cable guard,
but is adjustable in angle to allow for cable clearance
adjustment for large or for small shafts. This system
does put enough pressure on the cabling that there is
serving on the cables to alleviate rapid cable wear and
tear.
The following photo depicts the same general
idea for a cable glide, but this one doesn’t have the

extra mass needed to support a hole for a lanyard. The
glide in the next photo is the same, but obviously is
red in color. The first photo is left-handed and the
next is right-handed and the bow has a “shock
damper” on the cable guard. Both provide ample cable
separation and allow for the minimal side load and
torque the cables and yoke systems receive from being
pulled out of the way for arrow vane/feather clearArchery Focus

ance. The second bow/glide in the photo also has an
aluminum cable guard rod.
This next photo is of an Elite compound bow with
a low mounted cable guard, a glide with offset for

cable separation, and shows a string stop below that.
The last few items to show are from my personal
Darton Vegas 3-D compound bow. The bow has a

shoot-through riser and can be set up to shoot either
right- or left-handed. What is interesting about this
bow is: first, it has two string stops, one above the
sight window and one mounted lower on the riser,
well below the grip. Next is the shoot-through cabling
system that has not one, but two cable guard rods, one
for each cable. This results in a balanced side load on
each side and minimal movement of the cables from
center. There is zero cam lean with this system. The
third feature is that there are three sets of cable glides
that can be used; each allowing for a little more cable
offset for vane/feather clearance. The glides that are
mounted on the bow (see below) give me the clearance
needed for shooting GoldTip XXX (27 diameter)
arrows with 3˝ vanes. Notice that with this system
friction is minimized and there is no need for any
serving on the cable material.
This last photo depicts the other two pairs of
cable glides for this system that differ only in the dis-

tance the cables are offset from the cable guard rod.
These glides are numbered 1, 2 & 3, with #3’s (on my
bow) giving the maximum distance from the cables to
the cable guard rod and minimum cable distance out
Continued on the Next Page
Archery Focus
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and away from center.
Conclusion

I could go on for a long time describing the various
iterations of the cable glides/slides, but you’ve seen
plenty of them already. It is easy to consult Lancaster’s
web site to see what is currently available with regard
to the glides/slides. It was more interesting and fun
for me to use what I already had and then take some
photos of new and used bows hanging in the racks at
Presleys Outdoors where I shoot indoors. (I know, it
is ironic that I shoot indoors at Presleys Outdoors.) I
don’t think that the cable glides/slides will go away
anytime soon, but I will say that there are also a lot of
bow models that are getting away from the straight
rod/glide combination and going to “roller guards”
instead. The “new and improved” roller guards will be
the topic of my next article, and my, oh, my if you
think there were a lot of variants in cable guard
rod/glide/slide combinations; just wait! Funny thing
is that cable clearance for the arrow is not the only
purpose being served by the “new and improved”
cable guard systems; in reality, that wasn’t ever the
sole purpose, but it was and still is the most important requirement.
Finally, I leave you with a “brain teaser.” Look at
the photos below (see top of next column). They are of
an “old” Bear Whitetail Hunter compound bow from
the mid 1970’s. The target model was the Bear Polar
and Polar II.
We have talked about everything on that bow at
one time or another except those “doolie flotchies” on
the ends of the riser where the cables attach and run
around.
Take a better look at this next photo (right).
Ignore the Cobra bow sight, and the quiver mounting
bracket and the fact there isn’t a cable guard. My
question to you is: “What is the function and purpose
12

behind the part with the roller on it that the cable
routes around”?
Answer So, the answer to the question above is
going to wait until my next article! I will give you a
hint in that it has a direct bearing on a lot of what has
happened with regard to combining functions concerning our topic of discussion; which has been centered around cables and how to minimize friction,
wear, and side pressure. This will only go to show that
while what is going on today isn’t all “new,” it is a case
of “much improved, but not new.”
Till We Meet Again
This has been fun, and has taught me something: I
have way too much old and archaic archery equipment
lying around! One of these days I will have to undertake a good cleaning out of a lot of that stuff I keep
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for posterity. For example, just how many of those
cable glides/slides will I ever use again?
Good shooting. Be safe, be well!
Tom Dorigatti
Note Several photos are courtesy of the former Martin
site, “ArcheryHistory.com” without which this article
would have been much more difficult to research and
write. Also thanks to, Pat Dorigatti, Dean Pridgen,
Roger Wheaton, Kelly Presley, Aaron Ponce, Chad
Snyder, and Chad “Mic” Mcsimov of Presleys Outdoors
for allowing me to photograph the bows in their racks,
and Pat Norris for sharing some other items.

Tired of Coming In Out of the Money?
Are you . . . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who
wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has been competing for a year or so and
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but
never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .
Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know outside of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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COACH

YOURSELF!
Sometimes you don’t have a choice. Sometimes a
coach isn’t available, nor are knowledgeable friends.
But you’ve learned to shoot a little and you want to
get better.
So what can you do?
This book was written with you and your situation in mind. It shows in step-by-step detail how
you can coach yourself to get better. And constantly in the author’s mind was that this book should
help you benefit from coaching if that becomes
available to you.
Coaches look at archers from the outside in
and see things archers can’t because they are busy
shooting. So with some low tech (mirrors) or higher tech (cameras) this book shows you how to get
that outside-in viewpoint, what to look for and
then how to train the changes you want to make in.
While not a complete substitute for a good
coach it can help you get further down the road
than just wishing and hoping that if you keep
shooting you will automatically get better (you
won’t).
The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature,
not just on the shooting of arrows out of bows, but
on how to coach people to do that better.

New from the
WAF Coaching Library!
Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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Measuring the Aerodynamic
Drag of an Arrow
by James Park, Ph.D.
The aerodynamic drag of an arrow is important
as it directly affects the arrow’s down-range speed and
its wind drift (see my article in the last issue). If the
drag is greater, the arrow will slow down faster and
drift more.
In that previous article I noted the challenges in
measuring the drag of an arrow. Ideally, an arrow
would be placed in a wind tunnel and its aerodynamic
properties measured directly. That is difficult since
supporting the arrow inevitably changes the airflow.
Also, the arrow needs to be able to rotate about its
longitudinal axis. Several interesting approaches have
been taken to do this.
A group in Japan successfully suspended an arrow
in a wind tunnel magnetically. While this is a lovely
(and
innovative)
way to measure the
arrow’s properties it
is challenging to do
so for more than a
small number of
arrow configurations or arrow
speeds. I am also
aware of an archer
who (sometime ago)
suspended an arrow
in a vertical wind
tunnel – but there it
is only viable to
measure the velocity
for which the drag is
equal to the arrow’s weight. In the vertical wind tunnel the arrow is point-down and it pushed up by the
air flow and pulled down by gravity – it is then stationary when the drag is equal to the arrow’s weight.
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My approach has been to model the drag mathematically. Then, I am easily able to change the arrow
parameters and study their impact on my computer. I
can do that for virtually any arrow type or size and for
a wide range of arrow accessories and arrow speeds.
However, to do so I need to be confident that my
model is a good representation of reality. I needed a
way to test it.
An indirect way to measure the drag is to measure
the arrow’s down-range speed. The speed decreases
down-range due to the drag and if that change can be
measured it can be used to calculate the drag. There
are a number of ways to measure the down-range
speed. For example, it could be measured photographically (although to do so you need quite short exposure times to ‘freeze’
the arrow’s motion).
An easier way is to
simply shoot arrows
through a chronograph.
Actually Measuring Downrange
Speeds
Shooting
arrows
through a chronograph at short distances, say, up to 30
m, is easy but for
longer distances you
need to use a shooting machine (unless, of course, you are a far better
archwer than me). It is also best to select a chronograph that can withstand a few hits, because they will
Continued on the Next Page
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inevitably happen at
the longer distances,
especially
when
using larger diameter arrows. At the
longer distances you
will certainly need a
still day, even with
the
shooting
machine.
To make these
measurements
I
have used my compound bow and
Hooter Shooter shooting machine. First I got some
accurate sight settings using my program Accurate
Sights. I used an Easton chronograph. The Easton
chronograph has the nice advantage of having the
electronics separate from the arrow detectors, which
means that the detector can take a few hits without
damaging the the electronics.
I start with the chronograph 1 m in front of the
bow (at the end of the stabiliser) so I can measure the
exit speed of the arrow. (If I have used my sight setting program correctly the measured speed should be
a close match to the speed calculated by the program.)
Then I progressively measured the speed further
down the range, most often in 10 m steps. It is neces-

sary to make a number of measurements at each
distance and average them, I figured
10 measurements
should be sufficient.
I am quite careful to
ensure that the
arrow is passing
through the same
part of the window
of the chronograph,
so I am wanting to
group the shots in a circle of about 50 mm diameter,
even at the longest distances.
The arrow continually slows down on its way to
the target. Also, its path is curved due to gravity
rather than straight. Consequently, to obtain an accurate measurement of the drag from the measured
arrow speeds it is necessary to allow for both of those.
I model the arrow’s trajectory iteratively. I do that in
time steps of 1/1000 second. For each time step I use
the current speed, direction of travel and drag to calculate the speed and direction of travel for the next
time step. I then use that speed to calculate the drag
for the next time step. I vary the launch angle of the
arrow iteratively until the arrow is at the correct

Need An Archery Book for Kids?
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for Kids explores
with text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have
about the sport they are embracing. And, each chapter ends with a
Q&A session based on the most common question kids ask about
archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Makes a Great Gift for a Young Archer
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very quickly conheight at the target.
Downrange Arrow Velocity
vinces you that
If my model of the
arrows with small
arrow’s drag is cordiameter shafts are
rect, the calculated
much better when
speeds at each disthere is wind drift
tance will match
(which is pretty
those I measure.
much all of the time
Note that the drag,
outdoors). It was
for a given drag
very
challenging
coefficient, depends
using the large
on the square of the
diameter arrows at
velocity, and the
90 m.
drag
coefficient
Once we are
varies with velocity,
confident the modelling works well, we can then
so a full model can be quite complex.
A simpler, and reasonably accurate, approach is to readily compare the performance of different arrows
assume that the drag is constant over the short dis- down-range. I compared a range of arrows closest to
tance between measurement points and that the 400 spine and with the recommended point weight,
arrow path is a straight line, not curved. Those are similar fletches and nocks and shot using the same
reasonable assumptions where the measurement dis- bow. From those arrows, you can see that the Protour
tances are not a long a long way apart. It is then as and especially the X10 are going to be the best at long
simple as using where v is the speed at the next dis- distances on the target range - their curves are flatter
tance, u is the speed at the current distance, a is the showing the drag is lower. However, if arrow speed at
acceleration (noting that it will be negative) and t is the long distances on a field course is of greater
the time step. For example, if the speed at one dis- importance you would use an ACE (see Downrange
tance is 80 m/s (262.5 ft/s) and 20 m further on it is Arrow Velocity graph).
79.4 m/s (260.4 ft/s), the time taken will be 63 msec
and the acceleration will be –9.8 m/s/s. The –9.8
m/s/s corresponds to a deceleration of 1 G, which is
reasonably typical for a small diameter arrow shot
from a compound bow. For a large diameter arrow the
deceleration can be considerably greater than 1 G. If
the deceleration is 1 G the drag force is then equal to
the arrow’s mass multiplied by the gravitational constant (9.8 m/s/s or 32 ft/s/s). Note however, that those
two arrow speeds need to be measured quite accurately as otherwise the error in the calculated drag can be
quite high. I have found it to be best to make measurements at many distances and then to graph them
and to then make sure that the speed is falling
smoothly – it helps ensure that the errors are not too
great.`
As part of my Ph.D. studies I produced a model
of the drag. I then calculated the expected downrange arrow speed. I did the same for models produced by Liston and Rheingans (using different
assumptions from my model). I then measured the
down-range speeds out to 90 m for a number of different arrows and compared them. I was quite pleased
with the results (see Protour 470 graph left).
Making these measurements at long distances
Archery Focus
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Making a Better Sling
by Bob Ryder
It is difficult to focus on executing the perfect
shot when you are distracted by problems with your
equipment. Even the most minor equipment issue can
get into your head and diminish your ability to focus
properly.
We had a quiet night at practice earlier this year
and a couple of our new archers started talking about
how annoying their finger slings were. They complained that they either slipped off while they were
shooting, or they were so tight they could not get
them off when they finished.
I sympathized with them and told them I may
have a solution for them and not just because I could
see their frustration, but because I had the same experience with finger slings. The best thing about a finger
sling is the convenience. One end slips over the knuckle of the index (or middle) finger and the other end
slips over the knuckle of the thumb. When you are
done shooting you just slip one end off and you are
free to do anything you need to do. This apparatus
works very well for many archers, especially the ones
whose knuckles are larger than the rest of their fingers.
Some people however, including myself, have knuckles
that are either the same size or smaller in diameter
than the meaty part of their fingers. This situation
causes difficulty in keeping the sling on the finger.
The result of my dislike of finger slings led me to
shoot wrist slings for years. The best thing about wrist
slings is how secure they are. However, my experience
with wrist slings was that while they were very secure,
they were either too difficult to detach after shooting
or the hook ended up scratching the paint off the bow.
These experiences eventually led me to design my
own sling. My sling combines the security of the wrist
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sling and the convenience of the finger sling. While
the kids waited in the Practice Room, I went into the
Equipment Room and grabbed my sling for them to
try. I showed them how to put it on and let them take
turns giving it a test drive. They found it easy to use
and both agreed they would like to shoot mine
instead of the ones they had been issued. Naturally, I
had already given away the extras I had made to other
shooters and it was time to make a few more.
Okay, guys . . . or those of you interesting in trying a new sling design here is how you can make one
for yourself or one of your students.
Bob’s Favorite Slings

Bob’s Deluxe (Model A) – My personal favorite sling but it
does require more tools and components.

Making Bob’s Deluxe Sling (Model A)
Step #1 – Gather the items you will need to make the
sling.
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Tools and Materials (Where To Get Them)

sling. I suggest that you measure the distance around
your wrist on your bow arm and double that length.
(W x 2 = L) This should provide a good fit for your
first sling. A length of 18˝ is adequate to accommodate archers with large hands and wrists but many
archers won’t need more than 15˝.
Step #3 – Assemble the Sling
Take your lighter and melt End #1 of the Paracord
into the shape of a protective ball or simply a flat end.
Some people like the smoothness of a rounded end
but the flat end is just as effective and much easier to
make.

Knife – Oh, come on … you have one.
Lighter – Probably in your tackle box next to the
knife
Ice Pick/Awl – The Ice Pick is in the kitchen drawer
to the left of the sink and if your Multitool does not
have an awl, you can pick one up at the local hardware
store.
Paracord Needle – This is a Stainless-Steel Needle
that screws onto 550 Paracord leaving the end of the
Paracord inside of the needle.
Large Stitching Needle – This will accommodate the
Micro Cord that I use and is available in most craft
stores and on-line. If you are going to use braided serving material, you can use a smaller stitching needle.
550 Paracord (15-18˝) – Paracord is available from
most hardware stores and on-line in a great many colors to accommodate your fashion sense and school
loyalties.
Micro Cord (or Braided Serving) – Braided Serving
is available at any Archery Pro-Shop or on-line from
Lancaster Archery. My preference is Micro Cord
which is much thicker and more durable than Braided
Serving and is available from most hardware stores
and on-line in many colors.
O-Ring – I suggest you go to your local hardware
store or plumbing supply, find the box of assorted ORings and choose the size you need. I recommend
only considering O-Rings with a 1⁄8˝ thickness or
“Cross Section” and choosing the ID that you feel
would provide you the combination of comfort and
security that you prefer. The size I use is 13⁄16˝ ID
and 1⁄8˝ thick.
Step #2 – Cut the Paracord
Using your knife, cut a length of Paracord for the
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Melt End #2 of the cord and shape it into a hardtapered point. (Safety Careful! Melted plastic can
burn you badly.) Insert the tapered point into the
Paracord Needle and screw the Needle onto the
Paracord.
Using the Ice Pick, force it through the cord at
End #1. Next use an Awl to expand the hole to a size
that will accommodate the Paracord Needle. Force
the Needle through the Paracord, pull about 6˝ of
Paracord through the hole and screw the Needle off
the Paracord.

Next cut a one-foot length of Micro Cord or
Braided Serving and using your lighter melt and flatten one end. Thread the cord through the needle.
Then loop End #2 of the Paracord through your OContinued on the Next Page
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Ring allowing a 1⁄2˝ overlap. Run the threaded needle through the center of the overlapping Paracord,
wrap the overlap about ten times or until the wraps
are flush with the O-Ring. Then run the needle back
through the overlap and melt the end of the cord to
seal the wrap.

Slip the loop that you just made over your hand
and on to your wrist and adjust it to fit. Now run the
remainder of the cord between your ring and index
finger and slip the O-Ring over the thumb.
Obviously, if you find that it is too long you can
cut off the wrap, adjust it and try again. If it is too
short, I am afraid you will have to start over taking
into account how much too short the sling was,
adjusting the starting length by that amount.
Making Bob’s Basic Sling (Model B)

Bob’s Basic (Model B) – Patterned after Model A but uses only
Paracord and the only tools required are a knife and a lighter.

Step #1 – Gather the items you will need to make the
sling.
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Tools and Materials (Where to Get Them)
Knife – Oh come on . . . you have one.
Lighter – Probably in your tackle box next to the
knife
550 Paracord (24-32”) – Paracord is available from
most hardware stores and on-line in a great many colors to accommodate your fashion sense and school
loyalties.
Step #2 – Cut the Paracord
Using your knife, cut a length of Paracord for the
sling. I suggest that you measure the distance around
your wrist on your bow arm and double that length
and add 12˝. [(W x 2) + 12 = L] This should provide
a good fit for your first sling.
Step #3 – Make the Sling
Take your lighter and melt End #1 of the Paracord
melting it into a flat end. We will melt End #2 later
in the process.
Take End #2, fold it over so it overlaps about 4”
and tie a simple Overhand Loop Knot, leaving a small
loop just large enough to allow the Paracord to fit
through. Pull the knot as tight as possible and cut the
exposed End #2 to a length of up to ¼”. Now using
your lighter, melt End #2 flush to the knot and press
flat with the trim on your lighter. Tip By moistening
the trim on your lighter before pressing it against the
melted cord it will release without sticking.
Feed End #1 through the loop and pull till the
new loop made is approximately the size of your
wrist. Next take End #1 and make an adjustable loop
by tying a Cow Hitch knot on the end of the cord,
pulling it as tight as possible to make the previously
melted End #1 flush with the knot.
Slip the large loop you made over your hand,
onto your wrist and adjust it to fit. Now run the
remainder of the cord between your ring and index
finger and slip the other loop over your thumb. If it
seems like the right length I would recommend that
by pinching the two wraps in the Cow Hitch together and adding a little heat with your lighter, without
actually melting it, it will maintain its shape much
better and will be much more durable when taking
the sling on and off.
Obviously, if it is too long you can cut off End #1,
untie it, adjust it, and try again. If it is too short, I am
afraid you will have to start over considering how
much too short the sling was and adjusting the starting length by that amount.
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Closing Comments
Once you have a sling that you are satisfied with,
make sure you always have an identical backup available. You never can tell when you will misplace one
and you never want to sacrifice the confidence and
peace of mind that comes with knowing that you can
count on your equipment not to let you down in competition.
Thanks for spending this time with me and let
me know what you think of this sling. If you want to
try one but you don’t have the patience to build one
yourself, contact me and we’ll work something out. I
look forward to seeing you on the shooting field.

N ew E xp a nde d S econd Edi tion!
Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on many, many topics.
Nothing was left out of the first edition, even the spirit of archery
was addressed, but we wanted to take it up a notch so we added three
new chapters covering common problems facing Recurve and Compound archers, including a full chapter on target panic. If you are looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Archery Retailers and Online!
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Making Bowstrings
by Simon Needham
In this article I will cover constructing a string
for a recurve bow, but many of the points will be relevant to compound strings and cables as well.
I was lucky that when I joined Links Archers, as
it was a club that not only shot but spent sessions
looking at maintaining your own gear. Included with
this was a session on making a string, our instructor
showed us how to construct a string. At the time I was
shooting a Yamaha YTSLII with a Kevlar string! At
the time, the late 1980’s, Dacron was used widely as a
string materiel, but had a lot of stretch to it. One
alternative was Kevlar, which had limited or no
stretch, the down side of which was that it only lasted
1000 shots and then snapped! So strings had to be
changed regularly. At the time two things occurred to
me: 1) I was in the scouts and found knots and whipping interesting. 2) I could buy the materials and
make my own strings at a much lower cost than purchasing them. So I bought an Arten jig and the materials to make strings. At first I hand wound the
serving straight off the bobbin, until I was shown a
serving tool.
The next material I moved on to was Fastflight as
it did not stretch, and also did not snap! By this time
I was used to making strings regularly, so I continued
to do so.
It was not until I had a good chat with my friend
Jim Buchanan, that I realised that there was far more
to strings than having one on your bow. As I have
related before, he and Calum Miller spent hours making strings of different numbers of strands and length
variations to find the best string for how they were
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shooting at the time. I remember him telling me that
they would make 20 strings of slightly different
lengths, shoot them all and see which ones worked
best. Then they would make more strings of that
length to see which would become the best string. At
the time they were working with Dacron, and I think
that modern materials are far more consistent, but for
ensuring that you have a string that will give you your
best performance, I do think you need to make them
yourself.
String Materiels
I do not think there is a “best” materiel, one that is
better than all of the others. There may well be one
that is best for you and how you shoot, so how can
you tell? Only by trying the materiel out for yourself!
As Fastflight was one of the first minimal stretch
materials that lasted, I tend to use that as a baseline
for strand size. So my strings are made to a base of 18
strands of Fastflight. When I started making equivalent strings from other materiel, I initially worked
from the manufacturer’s strand size and calculated the
strands required to make an equivalent to an 18 strand
Fastflight string. This did not work out at all well, so
initially I went by nock-fit, how a Beiter No. 2 nocking point seated onto the string. I have used Kevlar,
Fastflight, S4, S4 thin, Nitro, Angel Majesty,
Astroflight, D75 thin, BCY 8125, 450 and 450+ currently I am using BCY 8190.
For me I liked the S4 thin, BCY 450 and the
8190. I found that the 8125 seemed a little harsh.
This is just personal preference, for my shooting I like
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the bow to have a crispness about the shot. Generally
I have only a Doinker on the end of my longrod. I
have tried them all around but for me it was like
shooting with a wet lettuce, there was no Zing.
Which was interesting because I would have thought
the BCY 8125 would have suited me, but the other
materials gave a smoothness to the shot.
The colour of the materiel does make a difference. I use lighter coloured strings indoors and darker
ones outdoors. Blue, Red and Purple for outdoors and
Yellow and Fluorescent green for indoors. The light
available when you are shooting affects the way you
see the string for your string picture. Using light
colours indoors enables you to consistently see the
string as the light levels tend to be low. I find that
dark colours indoors in weak light tend to disappear.
Conversely using light coloured strings outdoors and
strong light will make them appear very wide, and
makes it harder to get a consistent string picture. If
the weather is dark and stormy I may well use a light
coloured string outdoors, it really depends on the
light available. Indoor venues that have additional
natural lighting (windows) can be tricky as the light
intensity can vary throughout the day, dropping off as
the sun goes down. You may have noticed shooting
that at different indoor venues, or going from indoor
to outdoor, you may have to make a windage change.
This can be due to the different light levels from one
venue to the next. Even in a single venue, shooting at
different points along the line you may well notice
your groups moving left or right, depending on where
the light is in relation to where you are standing.
Although compound shooters use a “peep sight” you
would think that string colour may not effect the
sighting, it would be interesting to hear their
thoughts, as a light coloured string would throw more
light on a bright day.
There is a bit of a trend for having strings made
up with dual colours, but there are a couple of reasons
why I do not think that it is a good idea if you are
looking for top performance. Firstly, with dual
colours, as the fingers are placed on the string, it will
cause a different section of the string to be in front of
the eye on every shot, leading to a random colour
change to the string picture, a lack of consistency. The
second, is that in constructing a string with two
colours, there will be four ends as opposed to just two,
possibly leading to a strand tension issues, plus there
may be slight materiel differences in the strand
colours.
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Serving Material
As with string materiels there are many manufacturers, types, colours and thicknesses of serving
materiels. The serving materiel is there to bind the
strands of the string together, and protect it from
wear. The end “loop” servings protect against wear
against the limb, and can help cushion the force of the
string in the limb groove on the shot. The centre serving is there to keep the nocking point in place and to
prevent wear to the string itself. Either from the tab
face or the string occasionally catching the arm or
arm guard. If the centre serving is too short, it tends
to squirm on the string moving the nocking point
during shooting.
As the serving is not in the line of sight, use
whatever colour you fancy!
It is the make up of the materiel that makes the
differences, some are twisted as a rope and have a
round profile, others are braided, woven together, and
tend to have a square profile. As they can be made of
different materials between manufactures, it will also
depend on how they “grip” the string, I have found
that some combinations of serving and string can lead
to movement of the servings. Different strand thickness are available, I use a thicker strand size on the
end loops than the centre serving. I use the thicker
strands on the end loops to help cushion the loops
against the limb grooves, it also adds a little more
mass to the limb tips that I feel helps consistency. The
smaller diameter for the centre serving is so I can get
a more positive position on my finger placement, I
found that using a thicker centre serving led to slight
variation in my finger placement. In conjunction with
this, I use fairly thin materiel on my tab faces,
Spigarelli vulcolan with cordovan leather backing, to
help with positive positioning of my fingers.
Changing the strand diameter can also be used to add
or subtract mass to the string to alter tuning, as can
changing the length of the serving.
Personally I prefer the braided materials, I think
they give a better, smoother finish to the servings,
reducing uneven contact on the limbs and giving a
more consistent surface for the tab, as the string slides
across the surface on release. I use ASB angel serving
for the end loops and mainly Brownell braided for the
centre serving, although I have been using BCY more
recently.
String Jigs
There are lots of jigs available, some will advocate that
it should be rigid, this does help, but as long as you
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can reproduce string tension as you are construct one
as well as the length of string, you can manage with
most jigs. I have an Arten Jig, that flexes slightly but
I can produce good strings with it.
String Winders
There are a number of string winders (Called serving
jigs in the US. Ed.) available, my preference is the
Beiter Winder as it maintains consistent tension
when making the servings. When serving it is not just
a case of winding it around the string, as you are spinning it, pressure needs to be kept on it towards where
the new serving is laying down, to ensure that there
are no gaps between strands. This is particularly
important when constructing the centre serving, otherwise the nocking point will have a tendency to
move on the string and come undone. Adjusting the
tension on the winder can be a trial when starting out,
too little and the serving will not stay in place, too
tight and as you serve the string it will twist under the
serving. When I have the tension correct I can firmly
hold the string between finger and thumb and stop it
being twisted by the serving tool.
Constructing a String (for a RH archer)
Particulars: For a Hoyt GMX bow: 18 strands of BCY
8190, end serving Angel ABS, centre serving
Brownell braided.
For laying in the string, I turn the end posts to the
‘In line’ position, this ensures that the string is laid up
on two posts and therefore has two sides, making it
easier to ensure that the strand tension is consistent.
First, take a close look at the way the string
materiel is twisted on the bobbin. This will determine
which direction you will wind the string materiel
around the posts. For a right-handed archer once the
string has been constructed the twists (for bracing
height) will be put into the string in a clockwise
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direction when looking down on the top loop. When
laying up the string you need ensure that each strand
is tightened when the string has the twists put into it.
The bobbin should be held securely in the hand, I put
my thumb in one end and middle finger in the other
so as I wind the string onto the jig I can maintain a
light even pressure on the bobbin to maintain an even
strand tension.
When holding the bobbin up with a strand hanging down, looking down on it, rotating the bobbin in
a clockwise direction will tighten the twists in the
strand. Therefore I will wind the strands onto the jig
in a clockwise direction. (If the strand had twisted the
other way, then …) Tying the end of strand the outer
post closest to me, I will wind on 18 strands, 9 either
side, ensuring that each strand lies on the post and
not on top of a previous strand.

I make my strings on the living room carpet, as
each strand is laid onto the jig I pull hard enough just
to move the jig a little across the carpet, this helps get
the strand tension even. Once I have the required
strands on the jig, at the end closest to me, where I
started, I will turn the posts in an anticlockwise direction, moving what was the outer post to the right,
before locking the posts, I jiggle the posts, one quarter
of an inch, to help ensure consistent tension in the
strands. I will then tie off the bobbin end on the left
post. This crosses the two ends of the strands. I will
be making the loop length 85 mm, I tuck the end of
the serving into the strands and overserve it from left
to right, once I have nearly the correct length I finish
off the loop back serving five turns. I finish off the
end loops so that if there is an issue with the serving
in the limb groove, it alone can be replaced in an
emergency, without the end loop loosening off. I then
cut off the tails off the string material at each end of
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the loop serving. I then turn the posts to inline again,
as this is the first loop it can be adjusted on the jig so
that both ends meet. I then put three figure 8’s around
the string materiel taking care not to go over the loop
serving. I feel that the figure 8’s give a better transition from the loop to the groove serving.

Ensure that there is no overserving, so that the
transition from loop to serving is smooth. You may
well be able to see the string materiel in the transition
for loop to serving, this is not an issue as long as the
string is not able to touch the limb.

I then serve down from the loop 9 cm ensuring
that the direction of serving rotation is anticlockwise
when observed from the end loop, this again ensures
that the serving is tightened when the string has the
twists put into it. I also keep the two sides of the

string separated with the other post and try and minimise twisting the strands of the string and it is
served. To finish off the serving I back serve it at least
22 turns as this ensures that it will not come undone
unexpectedly.
I will then turn the jig around, mark the centre
against the end post with a pencil. A pencil, as it is
graphite, ensures that no harmful chemicals\solvents
are introduced into the materiel as would be the case
if a ballpoint or marker pen were used. I will then turn
the posts and tie an additional strand between the
posts. As there is a crossover in the first loop, there is
an additional strand in the first loop. I will then serve
another 85mm for the second loop, even though it has
been marked I will turn the posts to make sure the
ends are equidistant. Again finish off the second loop,
turn the posts and continue the serving to match the
first end. Once completed both ends should be close
to identical in construction and weight. The string
can then be twisted up and put onto the bow to get
the brace height you are currently using.
Notes It is best to record all the details of the
strings you make. Length on jig, loop length, limb
groove serving length, colour and materials used,
which bow and limbs it is made for, how many twists
to get to your brace height.
This makes it easier to reproduce to make another
identical string or to adjust the length. It should be
dated so that you can link it to your diary to correlate
the results to see the strings performance.
End loop size will depend on the limbs and tip
grooves. If the loop is too small the angle from loop
to serving can be too severe. The loop length can have
an effect on performance. The weight of material used
and length of serving will alter tuning. So if you are
comparing string materials, keep the loops and servings the same between materials.
Strings can be made up of odd numbers of
strands to adjust tuning and performance. You just
finish on the opposite end to the started winding on,
the last strand can slacken when you come to do the
loop, but just tighten it up and then serve in the loop
as normal.
In Summary
By making your own strings you will be able to ensure
that you can experiment with materials and lengths to
get the best string for you and then you can reproduce
at will. I have always felt that when you are making
something for yourself to will spend a little more time
to get it right.
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Need Help Running an Archery Program?
Teaching Archery is a complete guide to setting up and operating a
public archery program. Whether teaching archery to kids at a camp,
teaching archery to adults in a park, or running an archery range at an
archery pro shop, this how-to manual will give you all the information
that you need to set up and operate your program successfully.
Appendices of never before published information contain scripts
and dialogs for instructors, class lesson plans, a glossary of terms, and
useful forms that you can duplicate and use in your own class programs.
This book is the one stop manual for building and maintaining an
effective recreational archery program. Included are many of the ideas
and techniques that have been used by Pasadena Roving Archers ( PRA
) to serve more than 10,000 recreational archers every year.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITA World
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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The Value of Making Your
Own . . . Accessories
Mike Gerard
Personal Note Hi folks, hope you have been able to
take some time to sharpen the saw during the down
time this year. Also hope you are staying healthy and
safe.
This is another article on making your own
stuff. The first was on making your own arrows, this
part is on making your own accessories. There really is
no end to the things you can make on your own to
improve your game and comfort level. I’ve seen some
innovative and creative craft work over the years and
am always impressed with the stuff I’ve seen others
make. Things like chest protectors, hats, rain gear
control, foot placement markers, finger separators,
etc.
In this article I am going to show you how to
make a couple of vital items. One is for everyone and
the other is a “finger shooters” item.
The first item is a finger sling. There have been
many variations of this item, but I am going to show
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you a simple and fast way to make a comfy and functional sling.

Making a Finger Sling
Items needed are:
• Parachute or nylon rope
• Scissors or suitable knife
• Lighter
• Small fish tank tubing or clear vinyl tubing
• As an option to the tubing is a ¼˝ ferule for copper
tubing. (like used on a swamp cooler or refrigerator
water line)
• Cotter pin and pliers
So where do you get these items? Parachute rope
can be found at most hobby stores like Hobby Lobby
or Michael’s as well as sporting goods stores and even
hardware stores. You can also find various assorted
cool colors! Nylon rope I have always purchased at
Continued on the Next Page
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Lowe’s or Home Depot in their rope section. It’s surprising how inexpensive these items are. The vinyl
tubing is also found at hardware stores and pet stores
in the fish tank section. If you choose to use ferules,
they are found at hardware stores in the copper
plumbing section. Cotter pins are also found at hardware and automotive parts stores.
This is so fast and simple it’s silly. Start with 1314˝ long piece of rope. Melt the ends with the lighter.
Tie a simple knot on each end of the rope. Make the
ends into a loop. Use the cotter pin and pliers to pull
through the vinyl tubing or ferule. You can adjust the
size for your fingers and can adjust the length by
moving the end knots until the perfect length is
achieved. You can also make a knot free sling by using
the lighter to melt the two ends of the rope together
making a circle. The use the tubing to seal the melted
joint and the ends for easy adjustment.
This style loosens on your fingers when you shoot
and must be cut at the joint to change the length.

but run into issue with finger separators and metal
plates that run into the arrow nock. By making my
own, I can have everything fit which has huge value
and also provides a comfort improvement.
Items needed are:
• Facing leather and backing leather
• A suitable leather hole punch
• Large sewing needles
• Either nylon rope or parachute cord. (can be the
same as used on finger slings)
• Either string making material or serving thread
• A ball point pen
• Card stock for template making
• Good, strong, sharp scissors
• An Exacto knife or other small sharp blade
• Crazy glue and a C-clamp
Okay, first let’s talk about leather. Picking good
leather is a key to making a good finger tab. I have
preferences I will go over, but there are certainly many
options. A good leather shop like a Tandy store is the
best place to shop for your leather. They also will have
great tools and the leather punch you will need. They
also have sewing needles and often heavy duty thread.
Here is what to look for: a good facing material
will be thin and tight grained. Vegetable tan is popular tanning method for facing material. You want a
smooth surface for the face and textured for the backing. A good facing material has very little stretch to it.

This style tightens on your fingers when you
shoot and can easily change length by changing the
position of the knot:

Making Your Own Finger Tabs
Now for my favorite custom-made item of all, finger
tabs. There so many great finger tabs on the market
today, why make your own? If you are one of the lucky
ones that have a hand shape that fits a production tab,
that’s fantastic. If you are like me and have some
physical, born in issues to overcome, then you will like
this segment of the article! In my case, my fingers are
short in length, but wide. So I need an extra large
width, but a small to medium length. This presents a
problem. I can buy the larger size and cut it to length,
28
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Check this by pulling in both directions. Side to side
and top to bottom. The less movement the better.
For backing material, soft suede with texture on
both sides is desirable and again minimal stretch is
ideal (a little stretch on the backing will not hurt you).
If needing more padding, a thicker backing material is
okay, adding a second layer of backing also works.

the layers of the tab. I like to use card stock or pieces
of a manila folder.
Use a ball point pen to trace the template onto the
card stock and cut it out with a pair of scissors. The
great thing about a template is that it can be used to
make both right- and left-handed finger tabs by just
turning it over (you can even mark RH and LH on
The facing material, though, should be thin for
fast break in and minimal bowstring deflection upon
release. Thick saddle leather can be used as a stiffener
in the palm area if desired. Thin plastic or metal is
also ideal as stiffener. Readymade finger separators
and ledges can be purchased from a reputable archery
distributor and make great additions.
Once you have acquired all the needed items, it’s
time to sit down and get started. The first thing you
will need to do is create a suitable template for each of
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the opposite sides of the template. Take your time
making the perfect template as this is the final shape
of your tab! Keep your templates in an easy to find
Continued on the Next Page
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protected place for future use. I often use pieces of a
factory tab as a guide to make my templates as well.
Once you have cut out your stiffener, facing, and
backing pieces, it’s time to put it all together. My two
favorite methods of assembly are punching holes and
sewing it together with serving thread, or gluing the
assembly together using crazy glue or fast set glue
with clamps. The crazy glue method is fast, but if you
wear out any part of it you are throwing it all away
and starting over. If you sew it, you can cut the thread
and just replace the worn out piece. Both work effectively.

Adding a shelf is as easy as punching two holes
and adding some 6-32 nuts and screws.

If using the gluing method, once this dries (I give
it about five minutes), you can put your loop on and
are ready to shoot. For the loop, I use either parachute
cord or nylon rope (as was used in making the finger
slings) and use simple knots that can easily be adjusted to size.

Know Why You Aren’t Doing Better?
So many archers are puzzled as to why they don’t do better. They want
to win but they aren’t even close to placing. They practice, they have a
good bow and good arrows, but it never seems to come together. There
are many things they are doing wrong but there is one big thing that will
change everything.If you are in this situation you may want to take a
peek at Why You Suck at Archery (and what you can do about it)
Get your copy of Why You Suck at Archery
(and what you can do about it) today!
100 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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If you prefer elastic to hold your fingers, then cut
slots with an Exacto knife vs. punching holes for rope.

To keep the elastic from pulling through the slots,
simply fold it double with crazy glue and clamp the
fold for a couple of minutes. You can even triple fold
it if you prefer.
If you decide to sew it vs. gluing it, align your
pieces and punch the first four holes. Using a needle
and thread (I prefer large needles using serving
thread) sew the first four holes. This will hold your
pieces in place so you can punch the remainder of the
holes. I make the holes 1⁄8 to 1⁄4 inch apart and 1⁄8
inch in from the perimeter or outer edge. Tie off with
a simple knot and melt the end with a lighter to
ensure it stays in place.
Here is a close up of a sewn tab.

Enjoy and have fun with it! It’s like arts and crafts
. . . and has been called “archery crafts” for quite some
time.

Once you begin to make your own finger tabs, it
is addicting because you can continue to fine tune the
fit and overall comfort to match the shape of you
hand perfectly. Here are some examples:
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Available Everywhere!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coaches
can track progress.
The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious annotations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.
The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by changing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being provided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

All of this is
included in here!

Available from Amazon.com
and ArcheryEducationResources.com!
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Staying in Control
by Arthur Halligey
You all probably know about spending time
interviewing an archer for further coaching, then
spending more time constructing a methodical plan
to bring them on with their chosen style in an attempt
for them to achieve their potential or, at least, to a
point where they are satisfied for the moment. There
are times when the coaching process appears seamless, a clear run using the plan and an attentive, and
hopefully questioning, pupil. Then there are other
times when you notice
something in their routine
or equipment that was not
there a week ago. Trying
not to express surprise you
gently tease out why the
difference. “Oh. I was chatting with so and so who
said I should do it like
that.” Or “I was looking
through the Internet sites
when I saw this.”
Coaching is often
fraught with outside interference. Experienced (and not so experienced) archers
gratuitously, and usually in a haphazard manner,
offering their “advice” on “the proper way” to shoot:
“You don’t want to do it that way, do it this way, like
me.” And then they walk off, presumably with a feeling of satisfaction that they have “helped.”
Occasionally even other coaches, who should know
better, will do this. The Internet is full of some good,

but much more often poor, advice by archers, experienced, qualified, or otherwise. Not only this but content can stay accessible for years, thus dated. This can
be a minor irritation but, if the advice is out of
sequence to, or worse at variance to, the plan that you
are working with you have to try to get the archer
back on track. At best it is not too far short of your
plan or it can be hopelessly out of date if the
archer/coach has not been paying attention to their
professional development.*
This becomes a major
annoyance and will confuse
the archer being coached as,
if new and wanting to
progress rapidly, they know
no better. Internet content,
even good content (but how
is the archer to know which
ones are good?) lacks some
essential points. Is the experience and/or qualifications
of the presenter made clear?
The viewer can often post
comments and questions. Usually these will be
answered without knowing anything about the archer,
even if there is no understanding of exactly what the
viewer is trying to ask. There is no opportunity for
observation to see if viewing the content has been followed and to what extent. Feedback from coach to
archer and vice versa to test understanding is absent.

“Then there are other times
when you notice something in
their routine or equipment that
was not there a week ago.
Trying not to express surprise
you gently tease out why the
difference. ‘Oh. I was chatting
with so and so who said I should
do it like that.’”
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There are some (many) who
watch footage of accomplished archers wanting to
be like her/him not realising the styles have taken
hours a day over years to
develop to that standard, a
process which is still ongoing.
*“Ah, do I hear you
mutter, ‘professionals’ get
paid for their services. And
since I don’t get paid, ergo I
am not a professional.” I
beg to differ. We spend
time and effort and, often
as not, money, to gain a
qualification and then use
that qualification for the
benefit of others for little or
no reward other than fulfilling the desire to coach so it behoves the coach to further their own knowledge and understanding of
developments as well as fill the gaps that their training has not covered. Our understanding of biomechanics and the use of muscle and bone to achieve
alignment for stability, then how to apply this to
achieve economy of movement and energy to encourage the power to come from the equipment aided by
muscle to deliver the best possible loose and thus the
best possible arrow flight have been clarified over the
recent years. Hands up who got a module on mental
training, yet this is as important to physical development in perfecting technique. And, as well, professional lawyers/barristers do professional work for no
pay. Doctors volunteer their time at free health clinics.
Is not their work professional?

fairly new yet “knows”
everything to know about
archery and are keen to pass
that knowledge on to my
students regardless of it’s
suitability, timing, or accuracy. I make a point of mentioning at the beginning, as
well as reinforcing when
appropriate, that the archer
so addressed should listen
then say, with a smile,
“Thanks ever so much, I
will talk this over with my
coach.”
In the last few years I
have had the privilege of
working with an archer who
was keen, not only to
improve, but to excel in the
sport. The programme
arrived at was planning for strength and conditioning,
practice schedules, nutrition in addition to movement
(supported by shared digital images), equipment
choice and maintenance. Being at a neighbouring
club, thus having limited opportunities to meet and
observe and being mindful of the perils of outside
interference as described above, we entered into a
contract. This was for both parties who agreed to follow a specified programme to achieve their goals. The
time scale was for six months, to be renewed as appropriate, yet had the opportunity for either party to opt
out if persevering was not seen as being in the interests of either. This can be adapted as the Coach reading this sees fit, by altering details to conform with a
parent organisation, adding to or discarding from the
suggestion. Even consigning it to the bin! Hopefully
it will serve as a basis for your next project!

“My pet peeve is the archer who
is fairly new yet “knows” everything to know about archery and
are keen to pass that knowledge
on to my students regardless of
it’s suitability, timing, or accuracy. I make a point of mentioning
at the beginning, as well as
reinforcing when appropriate,
that the archer so addressed
should listen then say, with a
smile, “Thanks ever so much, I
will talk this over with my
coach.””

“‘Ah, do I hear you mutter, “professionals” get paid for their
services. And since I don’t get
paid, ergo I am not a professional.’ I beg to differ.”
Perhaps you, at your club, have an unassailable
presence among your archers. If so, I envy you. The
size of the club may be a factor if the club is successful
in recruiting new members as can the personalities
present in the club. My pet peeve is the archer who is
34
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Coaching Agreement
Archer

Coach

Name
NGO Membership No.
Telephone
Mobile telephone
Email
Aims & Objectives
Coaching is a commitment by both the archer and coach towards achieving the goals of the archer,
helping them to progress in their sport towards their final objectives which are
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
There will be intermediate objectives which lead to the final goal. These objectives may change as
the archer progresses. In such a case the archer and coach will discuss and agree on any new objectives
so that any future coaching programme is appropriate.
The Archer Agrees to work with the Coach and follow the agreed programme, not dismissing such
changes as are considered appropriate. From time to time other coaches and other non-qualified
archers may offer advice. This is usually well intentioned, however, as it may not be appropriate within
the current programme and/or time scale, before any new advice or technique is adopted the Archer
must discuss it with the Coach for approval. At all times the Archer remains in control of their progression within the agreed programme.
The Coach Agrees to work to the best of their ability with the Archer using such techniques as are
appropriate to the Archer and their progression. The Coach will remain conversant with accepted coaching methods. From time to time, with the agreement of the Archer, specialist advice may be sought.
The Programme elements will include regular planning, recording and reviewing and may include
the occasional help of photography and video footage. Such images as may be taken will be agreed on
beforehand by the Archer (if under 18 years a Parent), will be used solely to further the coaching programme and will not be shared with third parties without the agreement of the Archer/Parent.
The Time Period for this Agreement will start on / / and finish six calendar months from that
date after which a further Agreement may be considered appropriate by both Parties.
Termination of Agreement Should continuing to take part in the Programme not be considered
to be in the best interests of the Archer or the Coach this Agreement can, after discussion between
both Parties, be terminated before it's expiry by way of a written notice.
Records of the Programme may be seen by the Archer and Coach at any time by request. The Archer
and Coach will keep a copy of the programme and any notes, the Archer may make these records available to a new coach, the Coach will retain records in their portfolio.
_______________________________________
______________________________________
Archer Signature
Date
Coach Signature
Date
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Still Can’t Get Enough on Coaching?
In this sequel to Coaching Archery, More on Coaching Archery,
and Even More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve Ruis
addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying
tools and new perspectives for archery coaches of all levels.
Archery Focus magazine Editor Steve Ruis’s first coaching book,
Coaching Archery focussed on serving beginning-to-intermediate coaches and is the best selling archery coaching book available. All of the subsequent books are addressed to all archery
coaches of all levels.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Raise Money for Your Archery Club!

Generate cash for your archery club by joining the
Archery Focus Affiliate Program! It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3!

1
2
3

Click on “Affiliate Info” on your AF account page.
Download your choice of AF banner and place it on your website.
Each time a click results in a new subscription, a 30% commision
($9.80) will be credited to the PayPal account you’ve specified.
Got Questions? Email Claudia@ArcheryFocus.com
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New in the WAF Coaching Library!

The Principles of
Coaching Archery
Volume 1 & 2
Surely there are principles to guide coaches of archery. Uh, like
“Be positive!” and “Never describe how they are doing it wrong,
describe how to do it right.” and . . . . and . . . .yeah, Steve Ruis ran
into the same problem. But he persevered and here is the first
extensive collection of coaching prionciples for archery coaches, with
explanations.
The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching
Library is a effort to supply archery
coaches with a literature, not just on
the shooting of arrows out of bows
but on how to coach people to do
that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
Far More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Yet More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Coach Yourself! (2020)
Bob Ryder on Coaching Collegiate Archery (2019)
The Principles of Coaching Archery (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Amazon.com
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Helping the Helpers—It’s
Time for Action (More)!
Part 9 of a Series
by Veronica-Mae Soar
In the first eight installments in this series
designed to help archery club members who are
pressed into service to help beginners shoot for the
first time, I covered some basics and then the equipment needs we all have to make a success for a new
beginner giving archery a try, then I moved on to how
to get started, including dealing with eye dominance.
Now it is time to get your archer shooting.
Oh, and our standard reminder is that if you find
such instruction pleasant, you should consider getting
trained as a coach (it is quite different from shooting).
We are using as a guide the form prescription of
Roger Ascham from his book Toxophilus in 1545:
“Standyng, Nockyng, Drawyng, Holdyng, Loosing,
done as they should be done, make fayre shooting.”
This advice has been quoted again and again, and
with good reason. It encapsulates all there is to
remember, and holds as good today as it did when he
wrote it. In the last issue we covered “Nockyng and
Drawyng.” In this issue, we continue from the beginning we made there.
Holding and Loosing
I have placed these together because you should never
keep your pupil at full draw for more than a moment
or two.
Provided your pupil is in a reasonable position,
with no reason to ask them to come down, and they
are not wobbling about, but standing still, check with
them that they are lining up the pin or ring and give
them the okay to loose “when you are ready.”
Back in the day – as they say – holding was seen
38

almost as a two part action. As we have noted, the
archer would come to full draw and only then consciously engage the back muscles, sometimes called
the secondary hold. Goodness knows why.
If you watch today’s archers, especially those in
competitions, you will sometimes wonder if they have
gone to sleep, since they appear to hold for what
seems like a long time. This may well be because they
are struggling to get through a clicker; it may be
because that a long hold has developed as part of their
particular rhythm (and more on rhythm later), it may
just be that they are having a problem getting the
sight onto the gold (more on gold shyness later), or
they may believe that the longer they hold the more
accurate they will be.
Let’s sort the wheat from the chaff. First: your
pupil will not have a clicker to get through, second:
they are new to this and have not yet established their
own particular rhythm, and the longer they hold the
more likelihood of them beginning to wobble. So the
message you give them is that as soon as the sight is
on the mark or gold and they feel quite still, then is
the time to release.
The Followthrough This is something which
Ascham does not mention at all. We cannot know
why he did not appear to consider it important. He
does mention those ungainly fellows whose limbs
contort all over the place when they loose, and by
implication he felt this was not good. So why do we
now insert this as part of our shot?
If you observe someone kicking a football or hitting a cricket ball or a golf ball, you will see that the
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consider swearing at your
action does not stop at the
pupil. The language I am
moment of impact; it
referring to is that which
continues in the same
will put them at ease and
direction as the action. It
make them feel they are
would
actually
be
making progress.
extremely difficult – if not
Without being unctuimpossible – to stop dead
ous, be free with your
at the moment you made
praise. Tell them, when
connection with whatever
appropriate, that what
you are hitting. When we
they have just done is
pull a bow the action is
good. When they find
not that of hitting but
things difficult, explain
there is still a force being
that this is not an easy
exerted, and when that
thing to master and they
force is removed at the
are doing really well. I
moment of release there is
think you get the idea. A
– or should be – a natural
relaxed archer is a good
extension of that force,
archer. Use every opporwhich in this case is backexercise is to place a white circle of paper the size of the gold
tunity
to ensure that your
wards. It should be a nat- A good
and ask your student how many holes they can place in it.
pupil is relaxed and feels
ural movement which
they are achieving something.
simply occurs and should not be ‘manufactured.’
Hooray, your pupil has released their first arrows.
There was a time when I saw archers who had no
understanding of the true follow through who would Time for the whistle and – if they are young – the
release the arrow, and then half a second later move admonition not to run towards the target, and also to
their hand back to their shoulder. This is what I call a walk up to the side of it rather than the centre. You
‘manufactured’ follow through and has no benefit can explain that the back end, or nock of an arrow can
be just as nasty as the point, if it pokes them in the
whatsoever.
So, you may ask, what is so important here? Well eye. For the same reason you will teach them how to
if the follow through happens as a natural reaction to pull arrows safely, without damaging anyone standing
the release of the string which the fingers have been by or indeed without bending the arrow. In a group
holding, and you observe that follow through moving there will always be someone eager to see where their
back in a direct continuation of the draw force line, arrow went and getting in the way of an arrow as it is
then the effect on the flight of the arrow will be min- drawn. So you will teach them to look behind them
imal or not at all. If however the hand flies out to the when drawing, to place one hand flat on the target,
side, or drops, then there will be an influence and it with the arrow between first finger and thumb, to
will not be a good one. It can send the arrow off line, place their pulling hand over the top of the arrow, as
close to the target face as possible, and pull straight
something clearly not desired.
Your pupil will be using quite a light bow to begin backwards.
with, so there will probably not be much of a follow
through, so at this stage the important thing is to I Did It My Way
encourage the hand and arm to remain ‘on line’ and I have often taught people who have ‘done’ archery,
not to drop, or move sideways. In fact holding quite usually at a “have a go” session, and at some point in
still until the arrow has hit the target (oh, yes, it will my tuition I have often heard “I don’t do it like that!”
– think positive) is also to be encouraged. Moving too A conundrum? Not really. It is quite possible for
soon can also have a bad effect on the arrow’s flight. I someone to acquire a way of doing something very
always tell my pupils to “keep on aiming” until hear- quickly, and this is what has happened here. Whoever
ing that pleasing thump.
stood by them at their have-a-go has not had the time
or the inclination or even the knowledge, to instill in
Watch Your Language
them a good action. They have shot their three or six
I am not suggesting for a moment that you might ever
Continued on the Next Page
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arrows and come away with
an idea which is now firmly
in their minds. You will
need to explain why a slight
amendment is required.
Let us look at the possible things which have not
been attended to. First, the
aiming eye. So many have a
go sessions do not bother
with this as it takes that little bit of extra time, so they
let people shoot to their
handedness. There are also
some clubs where the aiming eye idea is not known about. This is easy to rectify,
because if you ask you will probably (although not
always) find that they did not hit much.
Demonstrating the reason, as mentioned earlier, by
using the method of having them look at the target
through their ‘window frame’ you can show them
why. You then suggest they try the other way – with
the proviso that they will always have a choice, and
you have the eye patch ready.
A second difference to be dealt with is where the
fingers are placed on the string. Again many have-ago sessions, seeking to get people through as quickly
as possible, do not use sights, but teach field/instinctive style, with all three fingers below the arrow and
the arrow nock itself up close to the aiming eye.
You can explain that this is one style of many in
archery and that if they take up field shooting it is a
style they will use. But here – you can tell them – they
are learning target style, and since as they progress
distances will increase, they need to draw the arrow
under the chin for maximum range.
It is not usually very difficult to ease your pupil
from field style into target -with-a-sight style. It does
however involve not only correct finger placement,
but also getting the hand under the chin and moving
the head into a more upright position. If you have
shot field style, you will know exactly what I mean. If
you have not, then experiment when on your own so
that you get the idea.
This leads very nicely to something I think we
should all bare in mind when teaching. What you
teach will stick, and quickly become that particular
person’s style. So if they are not to find themselves
struggling later and working hard with a coach to sort
out various undesirable aspects, then you must try
your best to make sure that what they learn will not

later have to be unlearned.
Your pupil has shot
their first few arrows and is
– we hope – thrilled to bits.
Now you can move to a
longer distance of, say, 20
yards/meters – but still with
a bare boss, upon which you
place a circle of white paper
the size of the gold on a
standard 122cm face, as an
aiming mark, and suggest
that they see how many
holes they can make in it.
Continue to use the
whistle as it would be used if a whole line of archers
were shooting; or if other club members are there
then fit in with the timing of whoever is in charge –
he who we call the Field Captain – as he directs
everyone on the field with his whistle.
How long do you continue with this first lesson?
Most clubs set up to deal regularly with beginners will
stipulate an hour – and provided you can reach the
stage of the 20 yard target in that time that is quite
enough for someone who is learning a whole new set
of actions and disciplines. In fact, if you can time
things so that their final six arrows are shot at that
enticing white spot then that is a high upon which to
send them on their way – perhaps carrying that white
spot with whatever holes they have managed. If none
then best to sympathetically gloss over this and suggest that they will do much better next week when
they return refreshed. Plenty of praise of how well
they are doing for their first try is highly recommended.

“How long do you continue with
this first lesson? Most clubs set
up to deal regularly with beginners will stipulate an hour – and
provided you can reach the
stage of the 20 yard target in
that time that is quite enough
for someone who is learning a
whole new set of actions and
disciplines.”
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Homework
What? Homework you say? Well, just a little something if they have been having trouble with the bow
arm. Ask them to spend a few moments learning to
roll their elbow out by standing sideways to an open
door with their hand on it to keep the hand still, and
then rolling the elbow until they can do this easily,
ready for next week.
Next Time — The Line Between
In the final installemnt of this series I will clean up
some loose ends and adress an important question,
namely: Where does teaching stop and coaching
begin? I am sure there are many ideas about this, but
I would say that after the first shot you have done the
Archery Focus

teaching and from there on
you are coaching your pupil.
If things have gone well
and you have kept things
friendly, then your pupil
will be back next week for
more of the same.
This time all that will
be required before you
begin is a reminder of the
basics they went through
last time. Help them get
kitted up, go through the limbering exercises and
away they go.
You will have placed a new aiming mark on the
target and set the distance at 20 yards/meters. There
will almost certainly be things you have to remind
your pupil so talk them through their shot. Point out
that the goal is to produce a group, and that it is not
important where that group is because once this can
reasonably be done then that group can be moved to
the centre spot with a slight adjustment of the sight.
Note the general position of the arrows and if
necessary make that slight adjustment. And of course
you know exactly how to do that. Arrows high, sight
up; arrows low, sight down. But by how much ? You

can spend some time fiddling to get this right unless
you do it the easy way. Hold
the bow out to the target,
sight on the Gold. Note the
distance along the sight bar
from the Gold to where the
arrow landed—that is the
amount of adjustment
needed.
Subsequent lessons will
build on the initial work,
introducing a ‘proper’ target face, learning about scoring, gradually moving to a longer distance.

“In fact, if you can time things
so that their final six arrows are
shot at that enticing white spot
then that is a high upon which
to send them on their way –
perhaps carrying that white spot
with whatever holes they have
managed.”

I do hope you have found this to be helpful . . . and
once again, if you enjoy this process, do seek out
coach certification. Help train the next generations of
archers to fall in love with our sport.
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Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

ConfessionsofanArcheryMom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair has written
about her adventures guiding herself and three boys through the world of
archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches, equipment, tournaments, travel, and
a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright side,
although not without some teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she ends up
a mentor, coach (yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach), road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the tragic death of
her second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains of
Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything from snow and
hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by sandblasting winds while
just trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a great
deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her journey.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available from Amazon.com
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AER Articles for Archers

Getting Serious:
A Missing Key Point
in Teaching Form
Part of Archery Fundamentals by AER
We distinguish “form” from execution by
defining form as the various positions one gets into
during a shot and execution is how one gets from
position to position. Many others lump form and execution as defined this way into just the word “form.”
In either case, we are all taught to coach by teaching
“optimal form.” With regard to shooting technique,
we are told this is correct and that is wrong; this is
good, that is bad, etc. Of course, no one, and we really
mean no one, shoots with optimal form. It is something to be striven for, not accomplished.
People go to great lengths to explain why shooting their way is best. Even
we do this, despite the fact
that we understand that
there probably is not a best
form, but that every archer
must find “their shot.” We
believe each archer must
build a form they can master, which will be somewhat
close to optimal form, but their form and execution
being perfectly aligned with what is prescribed is
probably not possible.
There is one point, however, that should be
emphasized and virtually never is. And that is that if
some element of optimal form, as you teach it, is not
possible, then that form element needs to be taken off
of the table. The only coaches that seem to have
embraced this principle are para-archery coaches, but
we all should.
For example, we all know how important, even
essential, shooting with back tension is, right? But
what if your student has had a back injury and cannot

shoot that way? Back tension needs to be taken off the
table as an option and another way to shoot needs to
be found.
As another example, we had an archer who
because of his body shape and a few other factors,
could not get into “proper” alignment. So, that had to
be taken off of the table. We figured out how he could
improve without proper alignment. (A great many
successful archers do this in any case.) Of course, he
ended up as close to proper alignment as he could get
and make repeatable, good shots, so he ended up close
to “optimal form,” but not actually there. What we
relieved was his concern
over that; he stopped trying
to get “there” as it was not
something
he
could
achieve. His time was far
better spent working upon
other things.
Our coaching approach
should always be to encourage the most effective form an archer is capable of,
optimal or not.
The big problem in all of this is figuring out what
to do “instead,” which is basically not covered in
coach training courses. Consider the young archer
who struggles to hold his bow up. What do you do?
Allow him to practice dropping his bow arm until it
becomes a permanent part of his technique? We had
to figure out, on our own, that one “fix” is to get them
to widen their stance some, not so much as to make
them unstable, but substantially wider. This gives
them more leverage in holding their bow up. Next, we
removed as much weight as we can from the bow

“Of course, no one, and we really mean no one, shoots with
optimal form. It is something to
be striven for,
not accomplished.”
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Prominent in the
WAF Coaching Library!
L A R R Y WI S E
ON
C OACH IN G A R C H E R Y
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows, but on
how to coach people to do that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
Far More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Yet More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Coach Yourself! (2020)
Bob Ryder on Coaching Collegiate Archery (2019)
The Principles of Coaching Archery (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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(back weights . . . gone, unnecessary stabilizers . . .
gone, stabilizer end weights . . . gone, etc.). Then we
live with a bit of “dropping of the bow arm” because
there is little we can do until the archer’s bow shoulder muscles develop and those develop later in life.
We informed the archer that they are to try to keep
their bow arm up after the loose, which is exercising
the muscles needed, but we are not criticizing them
for “dropping their bow arm.” (This is one of the reasons we suggest delaying the transition from wood or
plastic recurve bows to metal-risered recurve bows for
any younger archer who struggles to hold their bow
arm up.)
We need to share other such “compensations” so,
if you have a pocketful, please consider writing an
article for Archery Focus. We all benefit when we
share good coaching knowledge.

Do You Love Archery History?
The bow and arrow were invented at least 60,000 to 70,000 years ago
and for 99% of that time children learned archery the same way they
learned everything else: by doing.
More recently, though, children began receiving instruction in the
way of the bow. Eminent archery historian Hugh Soar shares his vast
knowledge of how youths were taught during this period, both then
and now, starting in his native England, expanding to the rest of the
U.K, then out to Europe and the U.S., and also including the Middle
East, Africa, and the Far East.
Archery coaches and archers who have an interest in youth archery
or archery history will love this book. It is packed with history and is
charming, too. Fully illustrated.
Get your copy of The Young at Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Want Lots More on Coaching Archery?

Two new collections of essays on coaching archery from Coach
Steve Ruis, guaranteed to stir your coaching juices and get you
thinking. Many of these essays have not been published before so
here is the only place you
will find them. These
essays are addressed to
coaches of all levels, so if
you enjoyed Coaching
Archery, More on
Coaching Archery, Even
More on Coaching
Archery, or Still More
on Coaching Archery,
you will like these, too.
The Watching Arrows
Fly Coaching Library is
a effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not just on the shooting of arrows out
of bows but on how to coach people to do
that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
Far More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Yet More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Coach Yourself! (2020)
Bob Ryder on Coaching Collegiate Archery (2019)
The Principles of Coaching Archery (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Amazon.com
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The Watching Arrows Fly Catalog
The Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery
(2014)
by Larry Wise
For compound and
bowhunting coaches.
Archery Coaching How To’s
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For those coaching out of their
area of experise and beginning-tointermediate coaches.
Even More on Coaching Archery
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
More on Coaching Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
Coaching Archery (2008)
by Steve Ruis
For beginning-to-intermediate
coaches.

General Archery Titles
ProActive Archery (2012)
by Tom Dorigatti
For compound archers
wanting to be
really good.

Professional Archery Technique
Third Edition (2009)
by Kirk Ethridge
Primarily for compound and 3D archers.
Winning Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
For archers wanting to learn how
to win.
Archery 4 Kids (2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written for an 8 to 14-year old
beginner audience.
Confessions of an Archery Mom
(2011)
by Lorretta Sinclair
Stories of an Archery Mom coping
with three boys, all
outstanding archers.
Shooting Arrows (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help adults cope with
their new sport.
Why You Suck at Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written for archers who want to
learn why they aren’t getting better
and how they can.
A Parent’s Guide to
Archery (2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help parents who have
children in archery.
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